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Virtual AGM on 20th November
Considering the prevailing health situation in the country, it has
been decided to have a virtual AGM on Friday, 20th November
2020 at 3.30 PM to conduct the official business of the Annual
General Meeting. All members are welcome to join the meeting
online.

Incentives for Value Addition
TEA initiative to introduce an incentive scheme for incremental growth of value of tea exports has been
favorably considered by SLTB. A scheme was approved at the last Board meeting to provide an
incentive of 5 % for value growth for tea exports in below 3 kg packages only. This is in line with
government policy for supporting value addition for export products and the scheme will be implemented
from 2021.

TEA welcomes M/S Premium Exports Ceylon (Pvt) Limited
M/S Premium Exports Ceylon (Pvt) Limited became the newest member of TEA, effective from 1st
November 2020.

Congratulations Joining Our Team…..

SRI LANKA TEA PRODUCTION – JANUARY TO SEPTEMBER 2020
Sri Lanka Tea Production for September 2020 of 21.9 million kgs remained static vis-à-vis September 2019.
The January-September 2020 cumulative production totalled 201.1 million kgs, showing a deficit of 31.8
million kgs against the volume of 232.9 million kgs of January-September 2019. On a cumulative basis, all
elevations have shown a negative growth compared to the corresponding period of 2019.
When analyzing the CTC production for September 2020 of 1.6 million kgs, records a marginal decrease of
0.1 million kgs compared to 1.8 million kgs of September 2019.
Cumulative CTC production for the period January-September 2020 of 17.3 million kgs records a marginal
gain as against 17.2 million kgs of January-September 2019.
The available tea crop figures for January-September 2020 period are appended below (in MT)

(SLTB)
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WORLD TEA CROP
The latest tea crop figures of some leading tea producing countries are furnished below (in million Kg).

SRI LANKA TEA EXPORTS - JANUARY TO SEPTEMBER 2020
Tea Exports for the month of September 2020 totalled 24.1 million kgs recording a deficit of 1.5 million kgs
vis-à-vis 25.6 million kgs of September 2019.
The January-September 2020 cumulative exports of 198.2 million kgs, records a decrease of 22.8 million
kgs vis-à-vis 221.09 million kgs of January-September 2019. All main categories of exports (i.e Tea Bags,
Packeted tea and Bulk tea) have shown a decrease YOY. Total revenue for the period January-September
2020 of Rs. 170.5 billion shows a fairly significant decrease of Rs. 12 billion compared to Rs. 182.5 billion
of January-September 2019. However, it is relevant to note that the FOB value of Rs. 860.08 (USD 4.68)
has shown a growth of Rs. 34.59 per kg as against Rs. 825.49 (USD 4.65) of January-September 2019,
thereby showing a growth in SLR and USD terms.
Turkey has emerged as the No.1 importer of Sri Lankan tea followed by Iraq and Russia. Iran, China,
Azerbaijan and Chile in particular are some of the other noteworthy importers of Sri Lankan tea.
The tea export figures for January-September 2020 are listed below (in MT).
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(SL Customs)

MAJOR IMPORTERS OF SRI LANKA TEA - JANUARY/SEPTEMBER 2020

(SL Customs- courtesy Forbes & Walker Tea Brokers)
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Summary of developments in the major producing countries
during October
Total cumulative exports from China records just a 5% decline at the end of August with shipments to the
Russian Federation, Uzbekistan, Japan, Ghana, Cameroon, Senegal and Togo remaining steady. However,
exports to Morocco and USA are noticeably lower.

In India, the cumulative crop at the end of the third quarter reflects a decline of 15% in comparison with the
previous year, which has obviously led to strong price levels witnessed in recent months. However, it is
encouraging to note that the monthly crop during September is not showing a decline.
In Kenya, the cumulative crop at the end of August reflects a growth of nearly 33%. Exports during this
period remained steady with Pakistan, UK, the Russian Federation, Kazakhstan and UAE maintaining their
large purchases though Egypt and Afghanistan have purchased less.
Exports from Indonesia at the end of August are significantly higher, boosted by increased buying of the
Russian Federation, Malaysia and USA.

In Bangladesh, healthy crop levels since July have contributed to narrowing the crop deficit to 8 m. kgs at
the end of the third quarter.

Weekly Auctions
Mombasa
The first two sales of the month drew wider improved interest led by Pakistan and also strong support
from the UK and Egypt but the market eased at the next sale. Week three saw wider enquiry at
improved price levels for most teas with all major markets showing interest. Strong demand for most of
the brighter teas was a feature at the final sale of the month where there was improved demand,
particularly for the best BP1s, PF1s, PD1s and Dust 1s.

Kolkata
Demand continued to remain healthy at the first sale but at slightly easier price levels with limited
interest from both local blenders and exporters. There was good demand at easier rates at the following
two sales where export accounts showed wider interest on leafy broken teas. The auction was not held
in the last week.

Guwahathi
There was an easier market with many withdrawals

of

medium and plainer varieties of both leaf and dust
categories at the first two sales of the month. There was
good demand for the better tea in week three at slightly
easier rates but there were many withdrawals, too. The next
sale witnessed weak demand.

Kochi
At the first sale of the month, both CTC and orthodox teas saw good demand but eased in value. There
was mixed demand at the next sale with prices following quality for the reduced total quantity on offer.
Overall demand was subdued in week three though the better varieties attracted healthy competition. Final
sale of the month saw strong demand with prices improving.
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Chittagong
Demand was weaker at the first sale of the month with prices tending lower for all teas other than better
liquoring dust teas and there were many withdrawals. Prices eased a bit more at the next sale with the
better liquoring sorts well absorbed and plainer varieties difficult of sale. Demand was keener in week three
but prices were a tad lower. There was wide interest shown at the last sale of the month but at easier
rates.

Jakarta
There was limited demand at the first sale of the month though the better lines were firm to slightly dearer
at the next sale with most markets expressing interest. There was less demand at the other two sales with
a significant quantity of teas remaining unsold.

Limbe
There was improved demand at the first sale of the month and the market was fair to dearer at the next sale
in line with improved quality. The following two sales saw selective demand for the better teas.
(International Tea Committee and Courtesy: Forbes & Walker Tea Brokers)

As oil prices dive, Iraqi Kurds seek to diversify economy
Iraq's Kurdish region has for decades lived off its oil wealth, but plummeting energy prices amid the
pandemic and financial mismanagement are forcing locals to return to long abandoned farms.
Civil servants from the northern region's bloated public sector have gone without pay and many are now
turning back to agriculture and other businesses to make ends meet.

On a rugged hillside some 50 kilometers (30 miles) east of
Arbil, the booming regional capital, vineyards are ripe for
harvesting as a new source of income.
Big investments from multinational energy companies have
transformed the region, and Arbil has become an urban hub
with skyscrapers and luxury hotels.

This year, however, the Covid-19 pandemic and tumbling oil prices have taken a heavy toll, worsened by
budget disputes with the central government in Baghdad.
The Iraqi economy, one of the world's most oil-dependent according to the World Bank, saw its gross
domestic product contract by about 10 percent this year.
Chairman of the Kurdistan Board of Investment, said putting all of the regional economy's eggs into the
energy basket had proven costly.
"We're rich when the oil price is high, and we're poor when the oil price is low," he told AFP. "I wouldn't call
this a healthy economy."
Kurdish economist Bilal Saeed also argued the region's leaders had made a strategic blunder by letting
other sectors fall by the wayside.
A World Bank report this year pointed to Iraq's "failure to equitably share the benefits of oil wealth" and
described a murky patronage system.

(Iraq News)
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Tea is being driven by Wellness, Product Engagement
and Sustainability Efforts
The tea industry faces unprecedented uncertainty across the board – from origin to internal operations and
production to demand and customer outreach – because of COVID-19.

“The drivers of growth in the tea business over the last decade or so has been the ready-to-drink [RTD]
segment and the specialty tea segment,” says Peter F. Goggi, president of the Tea Association of the
U.S.A., “Tea is really being driven by health and wellness, naturalness, product engagement, and really
sustainability measure efforts across the supply chain.”

The conversation around tea has evolved, like coffee and beer, to be enjoyed on a more artisanal level.
“We’re now talking about tea much in the same way we talked about wine 20 or 30 years ago,” Goggi
continued. “And that’s the terroirs, we have the Darjeelings, the Uvas, the Yunnans, the Kericho, and
people are talking about the importance and differences of these terroirs, whether it’s due to elevation,
soils, etc., and it’s creating accessibility and engagement of tea with its consumers.”

Goggi stressed the importance of engagement with consumers and
educating them on where their tea originates – now more than ever.
He further emphasizing that people don’t buy goods and services;
they buy relationships, stories and magic. “You can talk about so
many different aspects of tea, whether it’s the person who grows tea,
the families and those involved in manufacturing tea, the supply
chain, the way that tea is transported from origin to consumer and the
way you prepare tea. So much to talk about, so much to engage with
the consumer that tea is really being driven by this engagement,
particularity the millennial demographic.”

The tea professionals discussed the impact of the loss of human interaction (both customer and fellow
team members), supply delays, financial struggles, creating authentic, personal customer engagement on
social media, and how they plan to move forward.

According to the panelists, the ability to connect with and interact with customers is embedded in the tea
industry. We don’t have a storefront but we have an office and we usually have customers come in, and
just the loss of that human interaction – being able to have tea with people every day – has been a
struggle.”

Others remain focused on reimagining how they can keep in touch with their customers. The online
classes they offer have been beneficial, even though they are now only virtual. “Tea has been the thing
that keeps us together. For us and our customers, it’s important to feel that contact even if we are far.

The pivot from brick and mortar to online has been an abrupt change and the companies have no choice
but to adapt, taking on the challenges that came with it. This meant changing marketing tactics to a more
personal approach on social media, educational series, and online classes. On the retail side
(off-premise), they’ve seen increases as people stay home and order online, thus changing how tea
companies strategize customer outreach.
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Moving to a completely virtual company has been one of the biggest hurdles to overcome. Flexibility and
agility are the keys to survival so far in the pandemic, not necessarily planning. If you plan, you need to be
aware that you need to maybe make a lot of changes and you need to be able to make them.”
“Tea is unique amongst beverages in its vast variety of origins, types and flavors but the good news is you
don’t have to be an expert taster to know when a tea makes you feel good.”
Connecting with consumers by understanding how their taste is shaped by culture, history and upbringing
is important. The experience of taste is what brings people back for more.

The location where tea is consumed has shifted. The options
available in the home might have varied from what was available
outside the home. “The types of tea that are being consumed are
focusing on the essentials. Particularly, those essentials that are
perceived to be good for self-care, to bolster immunity, to help
maintain that healthy digestion, help reduce stress, bring us back
into balance, and get us some rest and sleep.”
Some companies have strived to do its best while coping with the pandemic, as it affects business and
work environments. Ultimately, the business understood that the tea industry is faced with the same
struggles as the consumer – stress, adaptation and uncertainty.
(US Tea News)

First-ever Sri Lanka-featuring mall opens in Kiev, Ukraine
•

Joint initiative by Ukranian giant biz group Fozzy Group and Sri Lanka Tea Board

•

Ukraine fourth largest tea importing country in Russia/CIS Region

•

Ceylon Tea enjoys dominant 22% market share in Ukraine

The world’s first Sri Lanka-featured mall has been opened in Kiev, Ukraine, providing unrivalled Ceylon tea
shopping facilities and experience.
The initiative is following discussions between Sri Lanka Tea Board and Fozzy Group, one of the largest
trade industrial groups in Ukraine and one of the leading Ukrainian retailers, with over 500 outlets. Slipo
was established in 1998 and the Fozzy Group sells food and household products via its Silpo supermarkets
chain and Le Silpo.
A Sri Lanka Tea Board delegation met Silpo Food LLC during the official visit to Ukraine in last year and
impact of that discussions, the Silpo supermarket chain of Fozzy Group proposed this novel concept to
promote Ceylon Tea by setting-up a Sri Lankan featured shopping outlet in greater Kiev under the Silpo
supermarket chain
Further the Sri Lanka Tea Board established a separate zone for Ceylon Tea at Silpo – Sri Lanka mall,
offering tea tasting, details of the diversification of the Ceylon Tea and lion logo, Ceylon Tea face masks,
etc. The Silpo – Sri Lanka mall offers customers a wide variety of Ceylon Tea signature brands packed in
Sri Lanka with the lion logo such as JAF Tea, Basilur, Dilmah, Akbar, English Tea Shop and Hayleys.
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The Sri Lanka Tea Board is also planning to conduct promotional and branding activities for Ceylon Tea at
the Sri Lankan featured mall and some of the identified outlets of Silpo Supermarket Chain such as
degustation, category branding and placement for Ceylon Tea brands, shelf-talkers with lion logo,
educational programs about Ceylon Tea, tea ceremonies, and Ceylon Tea competitions, with the prize being
visits to Ceylon Tea lands in Sri Lanka. The Tea Board is coordinating with Silpo Food LLC in Kiev Import
Manager for all operational activities.

Sri Lanka Tea Board Director Promotion said degustation sessions and educational programs would be
started in 2021 due to the pandemic situation in Ukraine. She also said that SLTB was planning to roll out
the Ukrainian Ceylon Tea promotional campaign by early next year and the promotions would be conducted
three ways, targeting Key Opinion Leaders (KOLs), public relations and search engine optimization.

Ukraine is a traditional tea consuming nation and the
fourth largest tea importing country in Russia/CIS Region
after the Russian Federation, Kazakhstan and
Uzbekistan. Sri Lanka has taken the leading position in
the Ukrainian tea markets with a share of around 22% in
volume term followed by other major suppliers such as
India, China, Kenya and Vietnam. As per the Sri Lanka
Customs data, around 70% of Ceylon Tea was exported
to Ukraine in bulk form and balance 30% in packets and
tea bags.

(Daily FT)

Things to look at when purchase tea processing equipment
1. Do not opt for old or used equipment
Many companies do not introduce innovative machines and solutions into their business for various
reasons, and one of them is the lack of knowledge that newer, more advanced machines have existed and
have been functioning well on the market for many years. Explore options and consider upgrading to
newer equipment.
2. Metal Is Better
Metal machines are the way to go. Advantage of metal machines over wood machines in the tea industry is
huge. “Steel machines are able to withstand much greater loads and work longer without failure, which
has a huge impact on the uninterrupted production cycle,” it is about the movement and vibration that the
machines are subjected to during operation. Another important fact in favor of metal machines is that they
do not absorb the scent of individual teas like wooden machines. In addition, steel machines are easier to
clean. It is primarily about applying certain hygienic standards.
3. Equipment Can Grow as You Go
Before your business acquires new equipment, think about how you want your business to grow. What
does it want to achieve, what is his goal for the next two to 10 years?”
Look for machines that can adapt to a customer’s needs and its line of equipment can grow as your
business grows. When the customer wants to expand his range or change something in production, usually
you do not have to give up the existing solutions, but only plug one or two new devices into the existing line.”
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4. Customize Your Tea Processing Equipment
Look for specific equipment to suit your requirements rather than opting for generic machines. A better
machine, designed specifically for their business will be the key for success.”
5. Equipment Training

Look for equipment suppliers that provides training. “Most of new
machines are intuitive and not very complicated to use. “So they can
get to know our machines, how they work, and so they can understand
critical and important points about working with the equipment.”
6. Warranty and Spare Parts
Go for tea processing equipment that comes with a warranty, as some providers do not offer any
protection or even spare parts.
(Polish News)

Asia Dominates Non-Alcoholic Beverage Market
Hot summers and rising affluence made carbonated soft drinks the main driver for revenue in the
Asia/Pacific region until recently. Now younger consumers “prefer healthier alternatives," such as 100%
natural juice and tea in a market that currently consumes 2 billion liters annually, a number expected to
increase to 3 billion liters per year by the end of 2027.
“This change in behavior is opening up opportunities for native and D2C brands to penetrate the market,”
according to a market research agency.
In volume, the Asia/Pacific (APAC) region "reigns supreme," according to this report, with India and
Chinese markets driving growth in the non-alcoholic beverage category. The most promising of these new
products offer functional benefits, organic ingredients, and unconventional flavors.
Worldwide, the (non-alcoholic/liquid refreshment) market is
valued at $1.68 trillion in 2020, rising to $1.89 trillion in 2023,
according to the same report. Carbonated soda (CSD)
accounts for $201 billion in Asian sales, generating an
average $90 per person per year in revenue according to a
pre-pandemic estimate. Another market research values the
Asian market at $297 billion, estimating the CSD segment at
$177 billion. Revenue per capita from all non-alcoholic
beverages averages $67.50 per person, which counts only
bottled water, soft drinks, RTD tea, and juices and excludes
hot drinks.

According to some other reports, the CSD market in the US shrank at a 1.6% combined annual rate during
the period 2012-2017. CSD was the main driver for revenue Asia for decades. But in recent times,
consumption of CSD has declined as young consumers prefer healthier alternatives. The decline is
pronounced in the US, where subcategories such as RTD coffee and tea, premium juices, enhanced
waters, and probiotic drinks have eroded CSD’s market for the past 25 years.
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Rising prices sustain the industry, but the long decline is expected to continue, falling nearly 1% per year
through 2023. In response, Coca-Cola, the world’s largest beverage company, announced this summer it
will realign is offerings into the following verticals: Coca-Cola, Sparkling Flavors, Hydration, Sports, Coffee
and Tea, Nutrition, Juice, Milk, and plant and emerging categories.
In contrast, growth rates projected for tea are significant despite pandemic-related setbacks in out-of-home
consumption. Globally beverage sales in foodservice account for $2 of every $5 spent on non-alcoholic
drinks.

In its October 2020 Tea Forecast, the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) notes that “tea consumption has
been growing steadily in recent years, driven mainly by China, which accounts for nearly 40% of world tea
consumption and is drinking ever greater quantities of green tea.”
"Black tea consumption will continue to rise, driven in particular by its increasing popularity in China, but
the pace of growth will be outstripped by that of green tea, fruit tea, herbal tea, rooibos, purple tea, and
high-quality organic tea, reflecting their greater reported health benefits and heavy marketing," according
to EIU.
“Iced tea and other ready-to-drink tea beverages account for a small share of the market, but have seen
rapid growth in sales in recent years—notably in the US, but also in traditional markets such as China,
albeit from a low base,” according to EIU.

“However, given that these varieties are disproportionately consumed in the out-of-home sector, demand
will weaken sharply in 2020 as the coronavirus spreads, before recovering only partially in 2021, and more
firmly in 2022,” according to EIU.
It is predicted that foodservice sales will recover with rising demand for mobile foodservice boosting
growth. The sales will grow to $266 billion during 2020-2024, progressing at 4%. Analysts project the
beverage market will grow 4.6% annually, increasing globally to $1.074 trillion in sales by the end of
2024.
(Extracts from STIR Coffee and Tea)

Do Russians still prefer tea?
Russians are often associated as a tea drinking people and there are many reasons for this: 78% of the
people say they drink at least one cup of a tea daily. They prefer to pair tea with some sweets or pastry
and normally have a few “tea breaks” during daytime. However, coffee-based beverages are a huge trend
and for the past few years’ coffee started to dominate among consumers, especially in big cities.
Coffee consumption in Russia is still lower than in some European countries: 0, 4 kg per capita, compared
to Finland: 10, 2 kg per capita in 2020, according to Euro monitor.

Some numbers behind Russian coffee market
• 77% of people drink coffee daily
• 82% of people drink tea daily
• 90% of the people tell that they drink coffee
• Instant coffee is still the most common way to consume coffee but the consumption
of "regular" coffee is steadily growing.
• More than 90% of the people drink hot tea daily or weekly compared to coffee 85%
• Dark or espresso roasts are the most common types of coffee
• Russian coffee-focused café market grew last year 12, 2%! (2500 outlets in 2018
vs. 2800 in 2019)
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Strong coffee professional community, great roasters, and economic growth made specialty coffee
popular and affordable among young generations. Coffee isn't just an energy drink anymore; it's a new
religion, beautiful ritual that brings flavor to life.
(Russian Barista)

RUBLE CONTINUE TO WEAKEN WITH FALLING OIL PRICES
The weakening of the Russian currency has taken place in the recent past against the backdrop of falling
oil prices. The price of Brent oil futures contract with January 2021 delivery on London’s ICE decreased
by 3.69% to $36.54 per barrel, and WTI crude oil - by 4.07% to $34.68 per barrel. The ruble/USD rate
passed 80.49 at the end of October, first time it hits above 80 rubles since March 30th.
Russian financial markets have suffered another painful week amid a surge in volatility and investor
fears over the second wave of the coronavirus and U.S. presidential election.
The currency has lost around 5% last week of October alone amid some of the biggest sell-offs on
global markets since the outbreak of the coronavirus crisis in March.
As new infections surged across in Europe, the U.S. and Russia, the EU’s two largest economies,
Germany and France, both announced a return to lockdown in a bid to stop the spread of the virus.

Oil prices, a key influence on Russia’s financial health, have
dropped 10% since beginning of November as concerns spread
about another potential supply glut as the outlook for the
economy weakens. Lower mobility levels and weaker production
generally mean less demand for the black stuff. With Russia,
Saudi Arabia and other OPEC+ members not set to meet until the
end of November to discuss their future oil production plans,
prices tumbled to $37 a barrel, the lowest level in five months.

Global head of emerging markets opined that the currency was undervalued by as much as 10% in
fundamental terms.
But markets have remained fixed on the possible downsides , a sentiment which intensified this week
among a heavy sell-off of risky assets in Europe and the U.S.
Even increased demand for rubles as a result of the Central Bank boosting its daily sales of foreign
exchange reserves, and as large Russian businesses convert foreign currency to pay their tax bills,
has not been enough to stop the ruble slide.
(Moscow Times)

Turkish Lira on a Free Fall
Amid investors’ anxiety about Turkish economy and continuing disagreements with NATO allies, Turkey’s
lira declined to a historic low of 8.53 against the dollar and nearly 10 against euro in first week of
November. The lira’s value has fallen by more than 30 percent since the start of this year and it is now the
worst performing emerging market currency, surpassing that of Brazil.
Experts say that Turkish economy is paying a heavy price for the country’s muscle-flexing amid rising
regional tensions, while political interference is preventing the central bank from raising the key interest rate.
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Although the Turkish government blames a fabricated economic war, Turkey’s already fragile economy is
likely to deteriorate without intervention.

“The depreciation of Turkish lira has significantly accelerated since the Turkey’s Central Bank last month
defied expectations by keeping its key one-week repo rate on hold,” some experts say. A host of factors
were in play but one single move – an emergency rate hike by at least 500bps – would go a long way in
providing some relief for the lira.
Despite the expectations from the market, the bank decided on Oct. 22 to hold a key interest rate steady
after a previous rate hike the month before.

The main reasons behind the lira’s fluctuations are concerns
over monetary independence, the expectations of US
sanctions following Turkey’s purchase of the Russian-made
S-400 missile system, double-digit inflation rates and the
country’s depleted reserves. The market players are
concerned about the deteriorating relationship between
Turkey and its NATO allies, especially the US and France.
“It is time for the President to embrace reality as the usual tricks – like pledges of reforms and of new
swap deals — will simply not work this time,” one expert has said.
The Turkish President is known to be a vocal opponent of high interest rates. “Monetary policy needs to
be as transparent as possible and convince the markets that it is committed to achieve price stability.” In
a move that has depleted foreign exchange reserves; the Turkish authorities have spent about $134bn
in the past 18 months to support the currency, Goldman Sachs estimates.
“On the one hand, there is political pressure against rate hikes. On the other hand, the rapid depreciation
in Turkish lira is a major risk for financial stability,” he said.
But he thinks an eventual rate hike is unavoidable, as delays only cause the wound to get deeper and
necessitate an even larger rate hike.
The Turkish state-run statistical agency reported Tuesday that annual inflation climbed to 11.89 percent
in October, up from 8.55 percent year-on-year. The central bank is set to meet on Nov.19 to decide on
interest rates.

(Arab News)

Dollar slumps to two-month low
The dollar sank to its lowest level in over two months against a basket of peer currencies last week, as
vote counting for the contentious U.S. elections slowly moved toward a divided government and investors
predicted more losses for the currency.

The need for more stimulus was underlined on Friday (6/11) when the U.S. government reported that
employers hired the fewest workers in five months in October. It was the clearest evidence yet that the
end of the previous fiscal stimulus and exploding new coronavirus infections were sapping momentum
from the economic recovery.

“We’re still left with the view that the U.S. economy is decelerating, and that’s playing out in a markedly
weaker dollar,” said a senior market analyst at Western Union Business Solutions.
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The dollar index fell against a basket of six major currencies to 92.235, hitting its lowest level since Sept.
2. For the week, the dollar index was down as much as 1.9%, on course for its biggest drop since March.

A large decline in long-term Treasury yields due to expectations for less fiscal stimulus, combined with a
rally in equities and other riskier assets, has placed the dollar under consistent selling pressure that is
likely to continue.

The dollar fell further against the Japanese yen, trading at 103.255 yen on Friday, close to an
eight-month low.
Japanese Prime Minister has vowed to work closely with overseas authorities to keep currency moves
stable, because a strong yen is widely viewed as a threat to Japan’s economy.

To be sure, the dollar could strengthen if the U.S. vote counting continues to stretch out.

“The longer the vote counting goes, the more nervous the market could get and that could actually result
in safe-haven flows for the greenback,” Western Union Business Solutions’ Manimbo said.
But for now, he said, “it looks like there’s the potential for dollar sentiment to continue to erode in the
weeks ahead.”

The onshore yuan gained to 6.5868 per dollar, the strongest in more than two years.
Many investors expect a Biden administration would slightly scale back Trump’s trade war with China,
which should benefit the yuan.
Against a buoyant euro the dollar traded at $1.1882 after falling 0.87% in the previous session.

The single currency has risen sharply this week on the dollar’s weakness, but has also benefited from
news of the European Union inching closer to a budget deal.
(Reuter)

